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LOW VOLTAGE NETWORK MONITORING AND OPTIMIZATION

The real time monitoring and optimization of the LV Network, of its condition 
and operation, to get the most out of it while being able to use it with great 
flexibility, will be critical for the effective rollout of Electric Vehicles, Renewables 
and other Distributed Energy Resources, to improve Security of Supply and QoS, 
and to increase Energy Efficiency. DeepGrid® by Eneida.io uniquely allows this 
optimization to be done in an efficient and effective way, while having automatic 
data analysis and recommendations.

The DeepGrid® One platform includes the low cost, security audited, EWS DTVI-g 
smart sensor, and respective software and data analytics, for a significant 
improvement in Quality of Service, Energy Efficiency, Asset Productivity/ 
Investment Optimization, and in the integration of Electric Vehicles and Distributed 
Energy Resources in the LV Networks. The DeepGrid® One solution can also be 
used for Modelling, Network Management and Planning. 
Eneida`s DeepGrid® One solution gives DSOs full control and visibility over their 
Low Voltage Network, at a much lower Total Cost of Ownership.

DeepGrid® One is the right solution for 
the detailed, remote and online, Monitoring 
and Optimization of the LV Network, 
at a low Total Cost of Ownership.
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› Receives and processes data from 
  smart sensors using specific Data 
  Analytics for each solution;
› Manages the entire system 
  (events, assets and smart sensors);
› Provides all the information to web 
  clients through its REST API;

› Integrates with several corporate 
  subsystems (Active Directory, 
  SMTP, SMS, Syslog, SNMP,
  Mapping Services, etc);
› Easily Integrates with Customer 
  SCADA System.

Based on our DeepGrid® Energy IoT Platform, which:
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With the increasing pressures on the LV Network, it is essential to have real time 
network visibility; the EWS DTVI-g supplies this complete visibility, at a low cost. 
The EWS DTVI-g is capable to fully monitor up to 6 feeders and communicate 
over GPRS network. Self-powered by one of the monitored phases, this device 
has internal back-up to signal power failure.
Locally, the EWS DTVI-g can be accessed with the Mobile App, using Bluetooth, 
in order to perform the initial installation, to locally configure the device, and to 
visualize data. Small dimensions, lightweight and two mounting options allow 
quick and easy installation, both in new and legacy feeder pillars.
Built with a robust, IP65, enclosure, the EWS DTVI-g measures the 3 phase 
voltages in the busbar and the 3 currents in each feeder output using Rogowski 
coils, as well as being able to calculate the neutral current. Remotely 
configurable, it allows firmware update over the air. 

DeepGrid® One is based 
on the low cost Eneida’s 
field unit EWS DTVI

Smart Device 

UP TO
6 FEEDERS

GPRS
AND

BLUETOOTH

ROBUST 
(IP65)

FIRMWARE
REMOTELY
UPDATED

› Measures up to 18 Currents 
 and 3 Voltages;
› Processing & Memory Capacity 
 (1 year);
› Self-powered and with energy 
 backup;

› GPRS and Bluetooth 
 communication;
› Firmware remotely updated;
› Robust, IP65, and very compact;
› Very easy, “live”, rapid installation.

GENERAL
Supply Voltage
Power Consumption

Max. Power Consumption
Operating Temperature
Operating Humidity
Antenna Plug

230 Vrms +15%, -25%
5W typical, from single 
phase (L3)
14W with GPRS enabled
-20ºC to 55ºC
Up to 95%, non condensing
SMA

Housing
IP Rating
Dimensions (WxHxD)
Communication Protocols

Mounting Options
Weight

PC
IP65
250 x 135 X 45 mm
GSM/GPRS (850/900/1800/
1900 MHz) Bluetooth, 3.0 
Magnetic, Wall Mount
625g

15% to 85%, non condensing
IP 65
Brown (L1), Black (L2), 
Grey (L3) 
3 X 600A

Operating Humidity
IP Rating
Colour

Current Range

CURRENT SENSORS
Type
Probe Cable Length
Probe Cable Diameter
Connector Plug
Operating Temperature

Tri-head flexible Rogowski coils
406 mm
9,9 mm
M12.8P.Male.Code A
-20 to 65 ºC
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LV Network real-time monitoring
› Finer analysis of the LV network 
  condition, per line or feeder:
  › Current, voltage and frequency 
    (min, max, rms);
  › Direction of energy flow;
  › Power factor;
  › Total Harmonic Distortion.

› Power (inst., active, reactive, apparent); 
› Energy (active, reactive, consumed);
› Real-time data;
› Follow time evolution of the
 physical variables;
› Graphical components with several
 interaction features to help analyse
 data and extract the most of it.

Web Application

The DeepGrid® One solution includes a web application that enables users to visualize 
and manage the entire system from any web browser in any computer or mobile 
device. It provides users with deep knowledge on the Distribution Transformer and 
LV Network actual and future status leading to a better management of the grid.

Dashboard
› Intuitive dashboard with geographic 
 representation of events, offering 
 a global vision of the system;
› Easy identification of the assets 
 with events and their description;
› Search and filter functionalities 
 to improve usability.
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LV Network Condition Assessment
› Real-time assets condition state. 
  Changes are refreshed and 
  perceived immediately;
› Anomaly Detection: receive alerts 
 for any relevant anomaly;
› Receive recommendations based 
 on the future prediction of the 
 physical variables.

Assets and devices management
› Register and manage assets and 
  devices (EWS DTVI-g);  
› Remote configuration of devices;  
› Enable device Bluetooth for 
  temporary local access with 
  the mobile application.

Mobile Application
The solution also includes a mobile application that enables users to configure 
new devices (EWS DTVI-g) at installation time and register them into the 
DeepGrid® IoT Platform. Users can also use the mobile app at any later time 
to connect to a device and visualize its current data.

› Secure access to the DeepGrid® 
 IoT Platform;
› Safe access to devices by Bluetooth 
 secret pin; 

› Configure device installation 
 parameters;
› Real-time sensor 
  readings.
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The DeepGrid® IoT Platform 
integrates with several 
Corporate Subsystems 
so that it can run efficiently 
within the client’s network:

Integration with Corporate Subsystems

› Email and SMS: send events   
 information by email or SMS;
› Active Directory: users can access 
  the web application with their own 
  corporate credentials;
› Syslog: register any relevant 
  operation made in the platform, 
  whether it is user related 
  or system related;

› SNMP: monitor relevant 
  performance metrics;
› Mapping Service: integrate with
  local or external servers for location
  based information;
› Information can be accessed 
  and delivered in client’s 
  SCADA systems.

SMS

SNMPSyslog

Active
DirectorySMTP

Maps
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